Traditionally, we understand that individual phenotypes result primarily from inherited genetic variants together with environmental exposures. However, many studies showed that a remarkable variety of factors including environmental agents, parental behaviors, maternal physiology, xenobiotics, nutritional supplements and others lead to epigenetic changes that can be transmitted to subsequent generations without continued exposure. Recent discoveries show transgenerational epistasis and transgenerational genetic effects where genetic factors in one generation affect phenotypes in subsequent generation without inheritance of the genetic variant in the parents. Together these discoveries implicate a key signaling pathway, chromatin remodeling, methylation, RNA editing and microRNA biology. This exceptional mode of inheritance complicates the search for disease genes and represents perhaps an adaptation to transmit useful gene expression profiles from one generation to the next. In this review, I present evidence for these transgenerational genetic effects, identify their common features, propose a heuristic model to guide the search for mechanisms, discuss the implications, and pose questions whose answers will begin to reveal the underlying mechanisms.
INTRODUCTION
A central tenet in genetics is that inherited variants together with life-style and environmental exposures account for phenotype and disease. By searching the genome of affected individuals and studying their life history, we hope to identify the factors that account for the associations between genotype, environment and phenotype, thereby linking cause and outcome. However, increasing evidence suggests an alternative mode of inheritance that is revolutionizing the ways that we understand the consequences of genetic factors and environmental conditions on phenotypic variation and disease susceptibility. In these examples, factors acting in the current generation affect gene expression in subsequent generations, in the absence of the inherited genetic variant or continued exposure to the environmental agent. If these transgenerational effects are found to affect common traits and diseases, the implications could be profound because breaking the bond between genotype, environment and phenotype complicates a fundamental premise of many disease studies. Recent reports bring this curious and potentially important mode of inheritance a step closer to the human condition where finding similar evidence is much harder. Several reviews emphasize genetic mechanisms in simpler organisms and environmental effects in higher organisms (1 -6) . Here, I focus on discoveries concerning transgenerational epistasis and parental genetic effects without transmission of the variant allele. In particular, I emphasize key features and general patterns, discuss possible mechanisms and consider the evolutionary and biomedical implications. A detailed examination of the evidence is provided given the complicated and unconventional nature of this mode of inheritance.
TRANSGENERATIONAL GENETIC EFFECTS
Three general classes of transgenerational genetic effects have been reported, one that involves interacting genes (epistasis) in different generations, another that involves parental effects without transmission of the genetic variant and a third that involves gene-diet interactions across generations.
Transgenerational gene interactions
Several studies highlight the evidence for interacting genes in different generations, which is perhaps the most provocative discovery to date in transgenerational research.
The first study involves the general problem of maternal RNAs and proteins that are deposited into oocytes to manage early embryogenesis until zygotic transcription begins after the 'maternal zygotic transition' (7, 8) . This study focused on the wimp mutation that interacts through the maternal lineage with many early-acting maternal effect and embryonic genes to compromise embryonic viability (9) . wimp is a mutation in the gene that encodes the 140 kDa subunit of RNA polymerase II; the molecular nature of the mutation is not yet known. When wimp/þ heterozygous females are mated to males that are h/þ heterozygotes for the hairy (h) pair-rule gene, both h/þ wimp/þ and h/þ þ/þ genotypic progeny classes show embryonic lethality, whereas progeny of the reciprocal cross of h/þ females to wimp/þ males are fully viable (Fig. 1) . Thus, wimp acts premeiotically through the maternal but not the paternal lineage, affecting viability of h/þ offspring regardless of wimp inheritance. Remarkably, 23 of the 65 tested genetic variants interact in similar ways with wimp. In the cases that have been studied, wimp reduces transcript and protein levels of the interacting genes but not the genes that failed to interact, indicating specific rather than global effects on transcription and translation, and suggesting that organismal functions are sensitive to the level of the interacting proteins. As expected for loss-of-function mutations, the modified phenotype in heterozygous mutants that interact with wimp is reminiscent of the phenotype in mutant homozygotes, a phenomenon that is known as 'pseudo-dominance'. wimp may be a special case of transgenerational effects, however, because its mRNA or protein is transferred from mother to offspring through oocytes, and lethality results if mutations in other genes sensitize early embryogenesis to reduced transcription of specific proteins. Although it is possible that these transcriptional changes have transgenerational effects, early embryonic lethality complicates direct tests to determine whether transmission to subsequent generations occurs in descendants of wimp heterozygotes.
The second example of transgenerational gene interactions involves the hyperactive Janus kinase (JAK) Hop Tum-1 allele in Drosophila (10) . (JAK kinase is member of a family of intracellular non-receptor kinases that mediate cytokine signaling through the JAK-STAT pathway.) Previous work showed that JAK signaling globally counteracts heterochromatin formation and JAK hyperactivity disrupts epigenetic reprogramming during development (11) . In this study, Hop Tum-1 /þ heterozygous females were mated to males that were heterozygous for variants in each of 37 different genes, 24 of which were shown to modify (enhance or suppress) hematopoietic tumorigenesis among Hop Tum-1 /þ progeny, regardless of inheritance of the interacting partner (Fig. 2) . Many of these modifiers modulate heterochromatin remodeling (see Table 1 in Ref. 10 ). This transgenerational effect requires Hop Tum-1 inheritance through the maternal germline, although the modifiers could be inherited through either germline. Remarkably, the effect of one of the modifiers (Kruppel, Kr) was transmitted through two subsequent generations without inheritance of the Kr mutation, but with progressively weaker effects in subsequent generations, an effect that the authors interpreted as segregation of many modified loci throughout the genome, although other explanations are possible. The authors then showed that Hop Tum-1 acted in a transgenerational manner to transmit established effects of Kr mutants on methylation and transcription of the fushi-tarazu pair-rule transcription factor gene. Thus hyperactivity of the JAK kinase pathway promotes transmission of heterochromatin changes to subsequent generations by disrupting the normal process of epigenetic reprogramming during early embryonic development, with adverse outcomes including enhanced tumorigenesis in subsequent generations.
The third example of interacting genes in different generations involves susceptibility to testicular germ cell tumors (TGCTs) in laboratory mice (12) . Although susceptibility is highly heritable, its genetic control is unusually complex. Evidence for high heritability includes genetic effects accounting for 25% of TGCT susceptiblity in the Swedish Family Cancer Database of 9.6 million individuals (13), a relative risk that is higher than other cancers, at 10-13-fold for brothers of cases and 4-fold for sons of affected fathers (14 -17) , and finally a risk for a monozygotic twin of a TGCT case that is increased 75-fold (18) . However, despite strong heritability, the genetic variants responsible for inherited susceptibility are remarkably elusive. In humans, the reported genetic variants together account for less than 10% of variation (19, 20) . Similar complexity is found in the laboratory mouse model where crosses between susceptible and resistant Figure 1 . Transgenerational epistasis between wimp and interacting genes such as hairy (h) in Drosophila. Four parental crosses were made that each produced four identical genotypic classes among the offspring. Note that wimp acts in the parental generation and the interacting partners in the offspring and that maternal wimp leads to embryonic lethality of h/þ offspring regardless of wimp inheritance, but paternal wimp does not affect offspring viability. Similar results were found with many other maternal effect and early embryonic genes in interactions with wimp. See Parkhurst and Ish-Horowicz (9) for additional information.
inbred strains resulted in a frequency of only 0.01% affected males (21) . Difficulty finding the susceptibility genes for highly heritable traits is unusual.
Given these challenges, focus shifted to single gene variants that modify susceptibility in genetically predisposed males from the 129 family of inbred strains (22) . In a formal test for epistasis, six genetic TGCT modifiers (m) were unexpectedly found to interact in a transgenerational manner with the Ter mutation in the Deadend1 (Dnd1) gene (Fig. 3) . Dnd1 shows sequence similarity with Apobec complementation factor (A1cf) (23) , which is the RNA-binding subunit of the cytidine deaminase RNA editing complex (24) . Dnd1 also controls access of specific microRNAs to their mRNA targets, several of which play key roles in primordial germ cells, which are the TGCT stem cells (25) . The interaction between modifiers in parents and Dnd1
Ter in sons is remarkably strong, with both Ter/þ m/þ and Ter/þ þ/þ male offspring showing a 2 -3-fold increased prevalence of affected males and a 6 -7-fold increased prevalence of bilateral versus unilateral TGCT cases. The key evidence for transgenerational epistasis is the contrasting results for Ter/þ þ/þ males, which show the expected baseline rate of affected males in control crosses that do not involve the modifiers, but increased risk when the modifier is present in one of the parents. In addition, the similar rates of affected Ter/þ m/þ and Ter/þ þ/þ males suggests that m acts before meiosis in the parents to increase susceptibility in all Ter/þ sons. Together these results implicate RNA editing and miRNA control in transgenerational effects on germ cell biology, cancer susceptibility and early embryonic development.
Transgenerational effects without epistasis
Several examples have been reported where genetic variants in the parental generation have phenotypic effects in their wild-type offspring, without inheritance of the predisposing genetic variant. In some cases, preliminary studies suggest that these effects do not depend on genetic background, but this point has not been tested rigorously, so an interacting gene in the progeny remains a possibility.
Rassoulzadegan et al. (26) showed that white-spotting of the feet and the tip of the tail associated with an engineered mutation at the Kit receptor gene in the mouse was transmitted to wild-type progeny who did not inherit the predisposing Kit variant, a phenomenon that the authors call 'paramutation' (see also Ref. 1). Binding of the Kit ligand to the Kit receptor tyrosine kinase leads to signaling through the P13K-Akt-mTOR effector pathway with impacts on transcription, proliferation, cell survival, invasiveness and angiogenesis (27) . Mutants in the Kit ligand and its receptor typically affect melanogenesis, hematopoiesis and gametogenesis (28) .
This unconventional mode of inheritance of the whitespotting phenotype was found with two closely related genetically-engineered mice, but interestingly not with mice that have a classical mutation in the Kit gene. The primary focus of the Rassoulzadegan study involved a genetic variant where the b-galactosidase (lacZ) coding sequence was inserted down-stream of the Kit promoter and regulatory sequences. Similar paramutation effects were also found in mice in which the gene for green fluorescent protein (GFP) was inserted downstream of Kit transcriptional control elements. In contrast, mice with the Kit w-v mutation did not transmit the spotting phenotype to genetically wild-type mice. (This spontaneous mutation involves a C to T point mutation at nucleotide 2007 that causes a threonine to methionine substitution at amino acid 660.) To account for the contrasting effects among these allelic variants, it may be relevant that the two alleles that show transgenerational effects are transgene insertions that lead to loss-of-function, whereas the Kit w-v allele that does not show transgenerational effects is a missense mutation and does not lead to hemizygosity. But why contrasting allele types makes such a dramatic difference in outcome is unclear.
Inheritance of the anomalous white-spotting phenotype has interesting features. The effect was strongest in the second generation, was independent of the genetic backgrounds that were tested, and progressively disappeared over subsequent generations. As expected, the Kit transcript level in heterozygotes for the engineered mutant was reduced 50% from normal levels, but surprisingly was also reduced to similar levels in paramutated wild-type mice. In addition, Kit transcripts were found in stages of spermatogenesis as well as in epididymal sperm where expression is not normally found, and transcripts of heterogeneous sizes were found in testes of Kit mutant and paramutated mice. Finally, preliminary evidence showed that RNA from brain and sperm from engineered mutant or paramutated mice, when injected into wild-type one-cell embryos, resulted in the white-spotting phenotype in 50% of the resulting offspring. Similar effects were found after injection of two microRNAs (miR-221 and miR-222) that have Kit as their mRNA target. Analysis of mice with other mutant Kit alleles might be instructive about the molecular triggers for transgenerational effects. Finally, it was not evident from this report whether Kit paramutation is restricted to white-spotting (melanogenesis), or also affects other prototypic Kit phenotypes such as anemia (hematopoiesis) and sterility (gametogenesis). Recently, the same group report paramutation effects of microRNA miR-1 on cyclin-dependent kinase 9 (Cdk9), resulting in cardiac hypertrophy (29) . The authors injected mRNA fragments corresponding to coding sequence or the cognate miR-1 for Cdk9, a gene that plays a central role in heart development. Both RNAs led to a cardiac hypertrophy phenotype that was inherited epigenetically, with presence of miR-1 in the sperm nucleus. In contrast to the effects on the mRNA level for the Kit receptor (26) , the introduced RNAs led to a substantial increase in the Cdk9 mRNA level. Molecular and histopathologic features were transmitted through both the female and male lineages for at least three generations after treatment. This transgenerational epigenetic effect might explain the variable occurrence and presentation in familial cases of cardiac hypertrophy in humans (30) .
Transgenerational effects were reported for Kitl, the ligand for the Kit receptor (31) . The authors showed that wild-type sons of males that are heterozygous for the steel grizzle-belly (Sl gb ) mutation in the Kitl gene are protected from spontaneous TGCTs, whereas wild-type sons of Sl gb heterozygous females show the expected baseline rate of TGCTs that is characteristic of the host strain background on which the tests were done (Fig. 4) . Sl gb is a deletion mutation of the gene encoding the Kit ligand (32) . In contrast to the paramutation white-spotting study (26) , these wild-type sons of Sl gb males did not show the grizzle-belly phenotype. It is also noteworthy that Kit receptor mutants do not affect susceptibility to TGCTs (31) . The Rassoulzadegan study with the Kit receptor together with the Heaney study with the Kit ligand suggest that this signaling pathway plays a pivotal role in transmitting signals in a transgenerational manner, from parents to offspring, with effects on least two fundamental developmental pathways, namely melanogenesis and gametogenesis.
Finally, to identify genes that control epigenetic reprogramming, Chong et al. (33) screened chemically-mutagenized mice for paternally-transmitted phenotypic modifications of a variegated expression pattern in GFP transgenic mice. The authors used a chemical mutagen N-ethylnitrosourea (ENU), which is a potent carcinogen, mutagen and alkylating agent that efficiently induces single base mutations. Two mutated genes were discovered, one in the Smarca5 (SWI/SNF related, matrix associated, actin dependent regulator of chromatin, subfamily a, member 5) gene that is involved in chromatin remodeling, and the other in DNA methyltransferase 1 (Dnmt1) that is involved in the maintenance DNA cytosine methyltransferase activity. Smarca5 is expressed during spermatogenesis and in spermatids, and when inherited through the paternal lineage the induced mutant allele modifies the penetrance of the yellow coat color in agouti viableyellow (A vy ) mice. The phenotypic effects of the induced Dnmt1 mutation were also inherited through the paternal lineage and affected the range of coat colors found in A vy mice. The authors propose that transgenerational effects result from changes in dosage of chromatin proteins rather than from transmission of mRNas or miRNAs.
Observations and generalizations
Several features of the transgenerational gene interactions are noteworthy. First, although several of these examples show classic features of conventional epistasis, the interacting genes occur in different generations. Second, in all cases, to account for offspring phenotype, parental genotype must be known. Third, in the cases that have been studied (26, 29) , the phenotypic consequences of transgenerational effects persist beyond the first generation but with progressively weaker effects. Fourth, transgenerational effects tend to be sensitive to dosage rather than alternative functions of the interacting genes. Fifth, several of the parental effects must occur before the haploid phase so that all genetically predisposed progeny are affected regardless of inheritance of the parental gene. Sixth, some genetic variants are unitary parental effects with heterogeneous partners in progeny, e.g. wimp in the maternal lineage and 23 partners in the offspring (9), others are unitary in progeny with heterogeneous interacting partners in the parental generation, e.g. any of 37 genes in the parental genome and Hop Tum-1 offspring (10), and any of six variants in the parents and Dnd1
Ter in the sons (12) . Two important generalizations emerge from these studies (Fig. 5) . The first generalization involves the examples of paternal transmission that focus attention on mechanisms such as methylation and histone modifications as well as RNAs and proteins in sperm. For some traits, care must be taken to control for interactions between fathers and offspring that could lead to transgenerational effects on social, neurological, metabolic and perhaps other traits. In addition, similar molecular mechanisms probably operate in maternal transmission, but are confounded with effects resulting from the special physiological relationship between mother and her fetuses and pups.
The second generalization involves the remarkably diverse functions and pathways that mediate epigenetic transmission through the parental germlines, including Kit signaling [Kit ligand (31) and Kit receptor (26) ], DNA methylation (Dnmt1, Chong 33) , and RNA biology [transcription (9) , mRNA (26, 29) and miRNA biology (26, 29) ], whereas in the offspring generation, functions include JAK kinase and histone modifications (Hop) (10) as well as RNA editing (23) and miRNAs biology (25) . Whether these are integrated or parallel pathways in the parental or in the offspring generations remains to be determined.
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS AND TRANSGENERATIONAL GENE-DIET INTERACTIONS
Pioneering studies in animal models and epidemiological evidence in humans show that various environmental exposures have effects that in some cases are transmitted epigenetically for at least three generations (for review, see Refs. 3,4,34). These environmental factors include maternal metabolism and physiology (35 -38) , nutritional supplements (3,4), xenobiotics (39 -43), maternal and paternal behaviors (44, 45) , irradiation and chemical mutagens (see below), and viruses (46, 47) and perhaps symbiotic microbes. In some cases the strength of the effect persists across generations, although in other cases the effects eventually revert back to the original state. Some of exposures involve epigenetic modifications of the host genome, whereas others such as viruses are inherited independent of genetics and epigenetics.
These environmental factors sometimes involve metastable epialleles-loci that can be epigenetically modified in variable and reversible manners, resulting in different phenotypes despite genetic identity. The prototypic example is the agouti viable-yellow (A vy ) allele at the agouti locus (48) .
This mutation results from a transposon (intracisternal A particle-IAP) insertion in the promoter region of the agouti gene. Stochastic effects modulate extent of methylation silencing of a cryptic promoter in the IAP, leading to a range in the degree of methylation and resulting in variation in the extent of yellow versus agouti coat color. When the diet of pregnant females is supplemented with folate and other methyl donors such as choline and betaine, IAP methylation patterns are modulated in ways that can be inherited in subsequent generations (48, 49) . Thus dietary factors during pregnancy interacting with specific kinds of genetic variants in fetuses control expression patterns and phenotypes in offspring-an example of transgenerational gene-diet interactions.
Studies with endocrine disruptors are particularly striking. Agents such as vinclozolin and methoxychlor have strong and diverse transgenerational effects (42, 43) . (Vinclozolin is a fungicide with antiandrogenic activity, and methoxychlor is a pesticide with estrogenic activity.) In particular, reduced fertility and spermatogenic abnormalities were transmitted for at least three generations after exposure of the pregnant females, formally excluding the possibility of exposure of primordial germ cells (the precursors of sperm and eggs) within the fetus of pregnant females (42, 50) . Vinclozolin also induces adult diseases of the prostate, kidney, immune system, testis, breast and lipid biochemistry (43) as well as anxiety and matechoice (51) . The many organs and tissues, systems and functions suggest diverse targets of transgenerational disease during embryogenesis, development and adulthood. Anway et al. (42, 43) also provided evidence that these agents disrupt normal patterns of methylation and their transmission, suggesting that these epigenetic changes escape the normal reprogramming that occurs early in development to record the gender of the individual (52) .
Mutagens
Mutagenesis studies with agents such as irradiation and chemical mutagens such as ENU (53 -55) reveal a remarkable result. The conventional protocol is to induce deletions and nucleotide substitutions by exposing adult males to these various physical and chemical agents (56) . These treatments result in temporary sterility because the later stages of spermatogenesis are disrupted, but fertility is eventually restored from surviving cells from earlier stages of spermatogenesis. Breeding these males converts mutagenized gametes to mutagenized mice that can then be tested for heritable induced phenotypic variants. These variant mice are then propagated for genetic and functional studies. It is commonly assumed that occurrence of new mutations returns to baseline rates in the first generation after exposure. Several studies highlight a remarkable and unexpected transgenerational effect. In these studies, rates of ENU-induced instability of DNA repeats such as expanded simple-tandem repeats were measured in treated individuals as well as in succeeding generations. The authors found that the frequency of new genetic variants remains elevated, at rates comparable with the rate in treated individuals and at similar rates through females and males, for at least two generations after the original exposure, and leading to elevated rates of mortality and malformation among grand-offspring of exposed individuals (53 -55) . In addition, if mutagenized individuals are outcrossed to another inbred strain, new mutations are found both in DNA derived from the strain that was originally mutagenized as well as in DNA derived from the outcross strain, proving that new mutations arise at a high rate for several generations after the original exposure (54) . Finally the authors showed that the high rate of induced mutations eventually returns to baseline suggesting either a dilution of the active agents, or more likely a response to environmental or even genetic stress that eventually returns homeostatically in the absence of persistent exposure. The most likely explanation is that repair of spontaneous processes is reduced or compromised, at least for several generations, in part perhaps as an epigenetic adaptation to stress conditions, allowing new mutations to persist at an elevated rate (57, 58) . It would then be interesting to determine whether other stress conditions lead to relaxed DNA repair and increased rates of new mutations, and whether these show transgenerational effects.
MISSING HERITABILITY
Nearly 30 years ago the molecular genetic revolution began the systematic discovery of genes that are responsible for many simple (Mendelian) genetic traits (59, 60) . Until recently, however, more complex and common traits were beyond study. Now with largely complete genome sequences for human and other species, and with new high-throughput technologies that provide genotypes for very large numbers of genetic variants across the genome, remarkable progress is being made with the mapping and sometimes identification of genes and other functional DNA elements that contribute to phenotypic variation and disease risk (60, 61) . As hoped, these discoveries are providing exciting insights about sometimes unexpected protein functions and physiological pathways (62) .
But these genetic studies have led to a remarkable and unexpected observation that has been termed 'missing heritability' (63) . The heritable component of many traits is often substantial, with genetically complex conditions such as autism showing 90% heritability (61 -63) . [Heritability in its general (broad) sense is the fraction of the total phenotypic variance that is attributable to genetic factors, and measures the tendency for similar phenotypes across generations within versus between families.] However, the fraction of the phenotypic variation that is explained by the individual genetic variants that have been discovered, as well as the fraction that is explained by their cumulative action, is often disconcertingly small, usually less than 10% (61 -63) . The difference between the heritability of a trait and the explained variance implies that most genetic risk have eluded detected.
As a result, a reasonably complete inventory of genes is not yet available for characterizing the genetic architecture of these traits, for modeling studies to prioritize targets for molecular interventions, and for identifying reliable diagnostic biomarkers. Several classes of factors could account for missing heritability including significant numbers of variants that are rare or that have weak effects (61) (62) (63) (64) , copy number variation (65) , epistasis (66, 67) , polymorphic transposable elements and other functional repeat elements (49, 68) , and undetected genetic variants because of haplotype heterogeneity and recombination hotspots (69) .
Transgenerational genetic effects could also contribute to missing heritability. With transgenerational effects, individuals show the trait not because they carry the responsible genetic variants, but instead because these variants were present in previous generations. Under these circumstances, genome surveys of affected individuals would fail to reveal the predisposing genetic factors. However, a recent analytical study showed that transgenerational epigenetic effects probably contribute significantly to average risk but not to recurrence risk or heritability unless the effects persist for at least tens of generations (70) . Currently the literature is largely silent on the extent to which these effects persist. Transgenerational epistasis is also unlikely to significantly impact estimates of recurrence risk or heritability because familial effects are probably small.
Despite the limited impact on several standard measures of population genetic and evolutionary features, unconventional approaches might be pursued to assess the impact of transgenerational genetic effects in human biology and disease. First, transgenerational genetic effects could be tested by comparing genome-wide genotyping results in the parental generation with phenotypes and clinical information on the offspring generation for trios or multiplex families, using the same principles and practices of genome-wide association studies (GWAS), but testing instead whether genetic variants in parents account for phenotypes in offspring because of transgenerational genetic effects rather than direct genetic inheritance. Second, surveys for epigenetic marks in cases and controls might provide evidence for inherited risk. GWASs currently focus on DNA sequence polymorphisms or on DNA copy number variation. But if offspring phenotype can be impacted through epigenetic inheritance, then it should be possible to survey methylation and histone marks as well as parentally-derived RNAs and proteins to test for the molecular changes that account for traits and diseases in offspring. Third, a defining characteristic of epigenesis is change in gene expression without corresponding change in DNA sequence. It may be possible to design expression profile studies that could identify loci that are candidate targets of epigenetic modification (71) . Thus although transgenerational genetic effects might not appreciably affect population measures of genetic variation, progress might still be made to find the transgenerational epigenetic marks for gene discovery, biological studies, risk estimation and disease diagnosis.
MECHANISMS AND MODELS
A simple heuristic model provides a framework for assessing the evidence for transgenerational genetic effects and for iden-tifying mechanisms that remain to be identified (Fig. 6) . This model has several features that warrant consideration.
Considerable evidence from many species shows that both genetic factors and environmental conditions can act as physiological stresses that lead to epigenetic changes. The various factors and conditions that initiate transgenerational epigenesis illustrate remarkable heterogeneity in molecular functions as well as chemical and physical properties. In addition, many of the genetic variants that act in the parental generation confer loss-of-function variants, suggesting that simple changes in gene (protein) dosage are sufficient to trigger epigenetic responses. However, the factors and conditions that trigger transgenerational effects in the parental generation probably do not directly affect DNA methylation and chromatin remodeling, RNAs or other epigenetic features. Instead these stresses are probably sensed by molecular mechanisms that in turn transduce the signal to epigenetic changes in DNAs or RNAs in somatic cells. These mechanisms are largely unknown.
The epigenetic signal must then be transferred from somatic cells to the germ line. This is a difficult issue, because exposure of the individual leads to stress signals and epigenetic changes in somatic cells, but gametes carry the epigenetic marks from one generation to the next. The Kit signaling pathway has features that illustrate how this might work, because the Kit ligand is expressed in somatic cells, adjacent to germ cells and the receptor is expressed in germ cells, and proper function of both is required for normal spermatogenesis (27, 28) . This pathway is implicated in several cases of transgenerational genetic effects (Fig. 5 ), but whether this is the key pathway, whether other pathways are involved, and how this pathway triggers epigenetic changes remain to be determined.
Next, the epigenetic marks must pass within gametes from one generation to the next. Recent studies document the nature of methylation and histone marks, although other studies characterize the RNAs that are present in human sperm. In contrast to the typical histone to protamine transitions that occur during spermatogenesis, some nucleosomes are retained at imprinted, miRNA, and developmental transcription factors and signaling molecules loci (72) . In addition, considerable evidence shows that RNAs as well as DNAs are packaged in sperm (73) . The factors that determine the location and nature of these epigenetic marks and RNAs, whether these are sensitive to genetic and environmental stresses, and whether anomalies lead to altered phenotypes in the next generation remain to be determined.
The epigenetic marks in the germ line must then be transferred to appropriate somatic cell, and in cases where the marks persist to the next generation, the marks in one generation must be transferred to the next generation, either by maintaining methylation patterns or histone modifications in the germ line, or by maintaining RNAs in the germ line. Maintenance of methylation and histone profiles has been described. The ways in which RNAs are transmitted between generations is less obvious. But a recently discovered cytoplasmic element and the Deadend gene provides clues. Early embryos and germ cells, which are one of the first lineages of cells to be established during embryogenesis, have a cytoplasmic body called a germ cell (or polar) granule (74) . These are found near the nuclear envelope and contain RNA editing enzymes, transposon-derived RNAs, Piwi proteins and Piwi-interacting RNAs, factors that control protein translation as well as key elements in RNA biology. These granules are thought to protect maternal (and paternal) transcripts until needed for development. In this context it may be relevant that a TGCT suppressor results from deletion of the Eif2s2 translation initiation factor (75) and that its locus shows transgenerational genetic effects (12,76, J.D. Heaney and J.H.N., unpubl.) Recently Deadend was shown to shuttle RNAs from the nucleus to these granule, based on its RNA recognition motif (77) . Thus many of the key features of transgenerational genetic effects appear to be mediated through germ cell granules in the offspring generation. At this point, several outcomes are possible, the next generation may return to the original phenotype in the absence or recurrent stress, or alternatively the genetics and phenotype of the offspring may represent a stress that reinitiates the cycles of transgenerational genetic effects.
NEXT QUESTIONS

Several obvious questions emerge:
Do specific or generic kinds of genetic and environmental factors trigger transgenerational genetic effects? What is the molecular and physiological basis for sensing these genetic and environmental perturbations and transducing their signals to epigenetic changes? What determines whether the transgenerational epigenetic mark is a change in methylation, a modification of histones, a difference in the number, kind or state of RNAs in the germline, or perhaps another class of molecular changes? Do these molecular mechanisms target epigenetic changes at specific loci, or do they lead to epigenetic changes at variable loci in a stochastic manner across the genome? What processes transfer the epigenetic mark from somatic cells to the germline in the parental generation, and then through meiosis to subsequent generations? What is the rate of gain and loss of specific epigenetic marks across generations? Do transgenerational genetic changes persist indefinitely, or do they require periodic reinforcement to avoid returning homeostatically to their original state? What are the mechanisms for reversing transgenerational genetic changes, and under what conditions? What determines the specificity of dysfunction and disease that result from epigenetic effects? What is the normal function for transgenerational genetics? What is the evolutionary impact of transgenerational genetics?
Ultimately these questions and the resulting investigations will identify the molecular marks and mechanisms that mediate transgenerational effects, they will reveal whether these are special cases or general effects, and they will establish the identity of epigenetic marks that can be used as diagnostic biomarkers for assessing transgenerational disease risk.
